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Very few of tnese terms have entered the doma1n of our d1ctlOn
aries. Most of those accepted lex1cographical1y have been defined
witi10ut regard to current scient1fic knowledge and speculation,
and without recognizing the sometimes subtle overtones or nuances
conveyed by different terms. The almost total indifference displayed
by dictionaries calls for the inte1'vention of logology along its in
terface with academic language studies, The intrinsic interest of
the vocabulary in question, and the fact that the human race 1S
moving ineluctably toward encounters with liVing enntles from other
worl ds, make logolog ica 1 action mandatory.
This article presents a glossary of those terms which have passed
across my desk. 1 have, however, excluded terlllS 11mited only to
some science-fiction novel or short story, and those deslgna tmg
robot entities. Familiarizing themselves witn tile terms listed below
w111 enable readeL"s to choose the designation expr"essing tne pee-
cise shade of meaning they have in mind whenever tney have occa
sion to speak or write about our competitors in the cosmos.
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ALIEN
A non terrestrial being. The word suggests tnat the bemg
is superfiCially sonlewhat similar to a human being - as compared,
let us say, with an animal, vegetable, or mineral being - but
t:,at it is inherently different from humans, an outsi.der not of
tnis world, and prooably inir.",ical to :tw:lan l~fe,
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ALlal BEING A fullel' teLTi'l of ahen. The word conveys the alien's
internal unity and its ooundedneSSln spatial
or other extent.
,
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Since the end of the Second Wocld War, both laymen and scien
tists have given a great deal of thought to the possibihty, or
probabUity, of intelhgent life elsewhere than on the earth - on
otner planets of the solar systerl1, in other stat' systems of the Mil
ky Way galaxy, and in otner galaxies scattered through tne pnys
ica I universe. As a consequence, a la rge and vaned voca bu I ary
of ternlS designa tmg d1fferent kinds of otherworldl y bemgs has
come into use.
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AL I EN CONTACT
An al ien with whom one or more human beings
have established contact. The term implies that the alien 1S using
the human or humans contacted to relay ltS messages, adVice, or
demands to a larger audience of humans, and views the human
alien relationship from the human perspective,
A term more inclusive than the word alien:
ALIEN LIFE FORM
it leaves the door open for the possibihty that the allen is a form
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Rigel ian,
of life utterly unlike human life, or even like any form of life
found on the earth. The alien may, In fact, be representative of
lIfe in a form quite unimaginable to us.
ANC I ENT ASTRONAUT
One of a group of space travelers, from
somewhere else in the Milky Way galaxy, hypothesized as havIng
visited the earth in ancient times. Such groups, imbued with a
desire to spread Intelligent life through the galaxy, may have come
here repeatedly. In their first visit, some 3.5 or £. billion years
ago, they seeded the earth with viruses and with the simplest forms
of one-celled life, which they brought here from their own world.
Five or ten million years ago, a group of ancient astronauts ar
rived here and subjected the early apes to selective breeding and
genetic mutation, with human beings and human intellIgence the
result. In more recent but still prehistoric times, ancient astronauts
appeared again, their mission thlS time being to bring culture and
knowledge to primitive human societies. There is no scientific or
other valid evidence either to support or to disprove the anClent
astronaut hypothesis.
ARCTURIAN
One of the hypothesized tnhabitants of a planet re
volving around Arcturus, the brightest star in the northern con
s te lla t ion Bootes (th e P lowma n) and the s ixth- bng h test star in
the heavens. Arcturus is a binary or double star.
ASTROBIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN
An approximate synonym for exobio
logical specimen, placlng the specimen's provenance among the stars
rather than within our solar system.
ASTRONAUT
An extra terre stria 1 being engaged tn in terp lanetary
and/or interstellar space f1 ight. The word is sometimes extended
to include human beings training for or engaged in such flight.
ASTRONAUTESS
Among advanced
dtfferentiation comparable to that
a female astronaut.

forms of
observed

life exhibiting sexual
among human beings,

CANOPAN
One of the hypotheslzed inhabitants of a planet revol
ving around Canopus, the brightest star in the southern constel
lation Carina (the Keel) and the second-brightest star in the sky.
CAPELLAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of a planet re
volving around Capella, the brightest star in the northern constel
lation Auriga (the Charioteer) and the fifth-brightest star in the
heavens. Capella is a ternary or triple star.
CENTAUR IAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of a planet
revolving around Alpha Centauri, the brightest star in the south
ern constellation Centaurus (the Centaur) and the third brightest
star· in the heavens. Alpha Centauri is a ternary or triple star.
One of its members, Proxima Centauri, is the known star closest
to our solar system, facilitating travel between it and the earth.
The distance involved is only about 25 trillion miles. Alpha Cen
tauri is also known as Rigil Kentaurus (AI Rijl al Kentaurus),
but no name for posslble inhabitants of the Alpha Centauri star
system is derived from that name because of likely confusion with
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Rigelian, an inhabitant of the Rigel star system.
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COSM IC BROTHER, COSMIC COUSIN, COSM IC SISTER
A represen ta
tive of extraterrestrial life as int.elligent as, or more intelligent
than, human life. The terms suggest the interrelatedness of 1 ife
th roughout the universe, its mutual friendliness and hel pful ness,
and the distribution of life throughout the universe. The words
"brother" and "sister" imply a somewhat closer relationship than
does the word "cousin," with the first two words distinguish ing
between extraterrestrials divided into two sexes, comparable to
those of human beings.
COSMONAUT
An astronaut: the term of preference in the Soviet
Union. It suggests intergalactic, not merely interstellar, travel.
COSMONETTE
A female cosmonaut; a
ua 11 y-differen t ia ted ext ra terrestrials.

term applicable only to sex

ENDOTELLURIAN
One of the hypothesized members of an intelll
g e n t r ace d well i n gin sid e the e a rt h; part icuI a r 1y , ins ide the e a I' t h
conceived of as hollow. Endotellurians may be descendants of alien
beings that originally came here from the stars. The term contrasts
with tell urian , the member of an intelligent race dwelling on the
outer surface of the earth. Human beings are the sole candidates
for the latter classification. It also contrasts with the term exotel
lurian.
ET

An abbreviation or initialism for the term extraterrestrial.

ETI
An abbreviation
intel1 igence.

or

initialism

for

the term extraterrestrial

EXOB 1OLOG 1CAL SP EC 1MEN
A representa t i ve of ext ra terre stria 1
life captured by human beings and brought to the earth for study
and exhibition. The term impl ies an absol ute superiority of humans
over the extraterrestrial, coupled with an absence on the part of
the humans of any kinship feelings for their quarry.
EXOTELLURIAN
A learned synonym for the term extraterrestnal,
derived from the higher-status Greek, not from the lower-status
Latin. The term is lndicative of its user's erudition.
EXTRATERRENE INTELLlGENCE, EXTRATERRENE LlFE FORM
Syno
nyms, respectively, for the terms extraterrestrial intelligence and
extraterrestrial life form, identifying their users as a cut above
the average in scholarl iness.
EXTRATERRESTRIAL, EXTRATERRESTRIAL BEING, EXTRATERRESTRIAL
Ll FE FORM
Factual, neutral synonyms , respectively, for a lien,
alien being, and alien life form. They are eqUivalent to the "alien"
terms in denotation but not in connotations, being free of the nega
tive overtones attached to the latter.
EXTRATERRESTRIAL CIVILlZATION
A collective term for a race
of intelligent beings elsewhere in the solar system, Milky Way gal
axy, or cosmos. The term is neutral, free of unfavorable con nota
tion s.
EXTRATERRESTRIAL

CREATURE

An

extraterrestrial

life

form
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either substantially inferior to human beings, regarded by them
as on an animal level, or unqualifiedly hostile to humans, making
it an enemy to be captured and/or destroyed.
EXTRA TERRESTR IAL INTEL L IGENCE
I nte lligence of nonterrestria I
provenance. The term implies that the intelligence in question may
not require a physical medium through which to operate - 1t may
be incorporea I or disca rna te. Such intelligence would be, or is,
on a much higher level than merely human intelligence.
EXTRA TER RESTR IAL L I FE FORM

See extra terrestria I, above.

FLYING SAUCERIAN
An occupant or pilot of a flying saucer (a
flying disk or UFO) - any of various disk-shaped and usually lum
inous objects reported as flying at high speeds and altitudes, per
forming maneuvers beyond current human technological ca pa b ility.
Some investigators believe that flying saucers are actually the pro
duct of hallucinations, mirages, or hoaxes; misinterpreted light,
weather, or astronomica I phenomena; or secret Soviet or American
military planes, rockets, missiles, or satellites. If any of the fly
ing saucers are authentic, they are visitors from elsewhere in space
or in time.
FUTURE MAN
Man evolved beyond his present level of intelli
gence and physical and technological capabil ities.
Future man,
still residing on the earth, may develop the means to transport
himself backward in time, visiting today' s earth in vehicles that
we perceive as flying saucers or UFOs. Such ViS1tS might be promp
ted by sheer curiosity, or as part of a search for a more habitable
environment.
HELIAN
A learned synonym for the term solarian - it is derived
from the higher-status Greek, not from the lower-status Latin. The
term is indicative of its user's erudition.
HUMANOID
A living, reasoning extraterrestrial, similar in at
least some essential respects to human beings and residing on a
planet other than the earth. Humanoids may be somewhat above,
roughly at, or somewhat below the human development level.
An extraterrestrial visiting the earth with intentions
INTRUDER
assumed to be hostile to mank ind. The term makes the negative
connotations of a lien pa rt of its denotation.
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of the planet jupiter.
JOVIAN
Scientific investigation has established that physical conditions
on jupiter are incompa tib Ie with the existence of hfe as we know
it.

LGM

An abbreViation or initialism for the term little green man.

LIFE FORM
A distinctive physical or other form assumed by,
or characterizing, a particular kind of living organism. The term
is frequently made a part of terms describing nonterrestrial life,
as in alien life form and extraterrestrial life form.
LITTLE GREEN MAN
A whimsical term for a representative of
intelligent extraterrestrial life - which may be neither little, nor
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LUNARlAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of the earth's
moon. Scientlflc investigation has established that physical condi
tions on the moon are incompa tible with the eXistence of life as
we know it. Neither has any evidence turned up for the presence
on the moon of life as we do not know it. Because we may not re
cognize such life or even be physically capable of sensing it, the
lack of evidence for it is inconclusive.
MAN FROM MARS
term Martian.

An

alliterative

but

informal

synonym

for

the

MAN IN THE MOON
A masculine intelligence assumed to be imman
ent in the earth's moon and manifesting itself physically through
the medium of the man's face suggested by the dark lInes and spots
on the surface of the moon, as seen from the earth.
MARTIAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of the planet Mars.
Scientific investigation of that planet has, thus far, been inconclu
sive. The two Viking spacecraft which landed on Mars in 1976 con
firmed that all of the elements needed for carbon-based life were
present there. Of the two experiments testing for the presence of
life on Mars subsequently performed, one produced a positive re
sult, the other a negative result. The positive result was probably
the correct one (Fred Hoyle, The Intelligent Universe, New York,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1984, pp. 102-105).
MA VORTl AN

A synonym for the term Ma rtian.

MERCURIAN
One of the hypothesized Inhabitants of the planet
Mercury. No space probes have landed on Mercury or entered its
atmosphere, consisting largely of helium. Scientists belleve that
the planet is Incapable of supporting life as we know it.
MOONMAN
An informal
for man in the moon.

synonym

for

lunarian;

also,

a

synonym

MUT ANT
A descendant of human beings who h as undergone gen
etic a 1tera tlOn, rendering him or her s igmfica ntly different from
today's h uma ns. Mu tan ts typically res ide on a d Istan t p 1a net colo
nized by the human race, but may also appear in some isolated
area. on the earth's surface. The term carries strong implications
of hostility to humans. Mutants may have intelligence and powers
either above or below those possessed by human beings .
One of the hypothesized Inhabitants of the planet
NEPTUNIAN
Neptune. Scientific investiga tion has establ ished that physical con
ditions on Neptune are incompatible with the existence of life as
we know it.
NONTERRESTRIAL
An informal synonym for extraterrestnal
less accurately and commonly, for endotellurian.

and,

OTHERS, THE
A collective term for extraterrestrials, emphasizing
the fact that we know nothing about them except the fact that they
are other than we. The term creates an aura of mystery around
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the extraterrestrials, also suggesting that they may represent a
threat to our existence: there is someth1ng distinctly ominous about
th is desig na tlOn.

of human b
cl udes any
tnals.

PLANETARIAN
A hypothesized inhabttant of a planet other than
the planet earth. The term is useful for distingUlshmg such inhab
itants from those of planetary satell1tes, asteroids, comets, stars,
nebulae, and other kinds of astronom1cal bodies, as well as from
the 1nhabitants of interstellar and 1ntergalact1c space.

SPACE AL
it from othe

PLUTONIAN
One of the hypothesized 1nhabitants of the planet
Pluto. Scientific invesHgatLOn has establtshed that phys1cal cond1
Hons on Pluto are incompatible with the eX1stence of life as we
know it.
RIGEL IAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of a planet revol
ving around Rigel, the brightest star in the northern constellatlOn
Orion ( the Hunter) and the seven th- bngh tes t sta r in th'e heavens.
R1gel is a binary or double star. Do not confuse Rlgel with R1g1l
Kentaurus (AI Rijl al Kentaurus), an occasional name for Alpha
Centauri.
SATURNIAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of the planet
Saturn. Scientific invest1gation has established that phys1cal con
d1tLOns on Saturn are 1ncompatible with the existence of hfe as
we know it.
SAU CERl AN, SAUCERMAN, SAUCER PEOPLE
Terms for the occupants
of a flY1ng saucer (see fly1ng saucenan, above). Saucenan 1S a
general term for one such individual; saucerman visualtzes a mas
culine extraterrestnal, distinguish1ng him from a femlntne one;
and saucer people 1S a collective term for the occupants of flying
saucers.
SAUCER PILOT
ian, above).

The pilot of a

flying

saucer

(see flymg

saucer

SELENIAN
A learned synonym for the term lunarian - it 1S de
ri ved from the h ig her-sta tus Greek, not from the lower-status La
tin. The term 1S indicative of its user's eruditlOn.
SELENITE
A synonym for lunarian. The term is an unfortunate
one, because it also designates a salt or ester of selenious aC1d,
and a part1cular variety of gypsum.
Sl RIAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of a planet revolv1ng
around SIrius, the brightest star In the southern constellanon Can
is Major (the Grea ter Dog) and the bnghtest star 1n the heavens.
Sirius, also known as the Dog Star, Can1cula, the Star of Autumn,
or the Ntle Star, is a bmary or double star.
SOLARIAN
One of the hypothesi.zed inhabttants of the sun. Scien
tific investigation has established that physical conditlOns on and
in the sun are incompatible w1th the existence of hfe as we know
It.
SOULMATE FROM SPACE
A synonym for cosmic cousin Wh1Ch goes
even further in the direction of emphasizing the spiritual kmsh1p
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of human beings and other 1 ife forms in the cosmos. The term ex
cludes any poss ibil ity of hostility between humans and extra terres
trials.
SPACE
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SPACE BROTHER
A synonym for cosmic brother plaClng less emphasis on the distribu tion of life through the entire universe. The
term is more suited to a merely galactic distributlOn of hfe.
SPACE COLONY
A self-contained, self-supporting colony of extra
terrestrials which its civilization has established on a large, arti
ficial satellite in space - for additional hVing space, for SCIentific
research and exploration, as a way station for spaceships on inter
stellar trips, as a military post, or for other reasons,
SPACE EMISSARY
A ncnterrestrial acting as the agent or repre
sentative of an advanced extraterrestrial civilization, sent to the
earth with the mission of contacting the human race, broadening
its vistas regarding its place in the cosmos, and inviting it to
.loin the mainstream of intelligent llfe in the universe.
SPACEr:'ARER
An extraterrestrial engaged in space travel. The
term, which conveys overtones of adventure, peril, and unutterable
loneliness, is sometimes extended to include human astronauts and
cosmonauts - woefully limlted as their spacefanng has been.
SPACEMAN
An extraterrestrial visitor to the earth from outer
space. The term underscores the fact of the vIsitor s travel through
the vast reaches of space, as well as his membership in a sexual
ly-different ia ted race.
I

SPACE SISTER
A synonym for cosmic sister, plaCing reduced em
phasis on the universal distributlOn of life, The term is, instead,
better suited to a merely galactiC life distribution.
SPACE TRAVELER
A more matter-of-fact synonym for spacefarer:
one shorn of the emotional overtones attendant upon the latter word,
SPACE VISITOR
An extraterrestrial viSiting the earth, as distin
gu ished from those arriving here with intentions of su bjuga ting,
deporting, or destroying the human race and/or of coloniz.ing the
earth with the possibility of despoiling it of its natural resources.
The term implies a certain civility and restraint on the extrater
restrial's part,
SPACEWOMAN

The female correlative of the term spaceman.

ST ARCH I LD
An extraterrestrial from another star system, rega rd
ed as an offspring of the stars, as the product of a universe ded
icated to the evolution and thriving of life. The term IS a senti
mental or romantic one, betokening youthful wonder and an ebul
I ient quest for the meaning of life, exploring ItS unplumbed poten
t ia 1s .
STARFOLK
systems, To

a

A collective term for extraterrestrials from other star
significant extent, it has the same assoCIations as
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does starchild, but it views the extraterrestrials from
ture perspective.

a

fully

ma

STRANGERS FROM THE STARS
Another collective term for extrater
restnals - those who have arrived on the earth as vis1tors from
civllizations in other star systems. The term 1S an alliterative,
poetic, romantic one, considering the extraterrestrials in a respect
ful, positive light.
SUPERINTELL IGENT L I FE FORM
restria 1 on a sub sta n t iall y more
is the human race.

An informal term for an extrater
adva nced development a I level than

"THEY"
A collective term for extraterrestrials, or extraterrestnal
civilizations. The term underscores the fact that we know noth1ng
about them. 1t also suggests that "they" are markedly different
from "us" and implies subtly that "they" may pose a threat to our
eX1stence.
TIME TRAVELER
An extraterrestrial who journeys through Ume
rather than through space, arriving on today' s earth either from
the past or from the future. Such a traveler may be either a human
being from another point on the ea rth' s time line , or a representa
tive of a more highly evolved future terrene life form.
TIME-SPACE T RA VEL ER
An extraterrestna I who combines travel
through space with travel through t1me, arnving here and now
either from the past or from the future of some other world.
TRIFFID
A huge extraterrestnal assum1ng the outward form of
a walking plant, and given to attacking human beings - an un
equivocally hostile alien life form (Clarence L. Barnhart, So) Stein
metz, and Robert K. Barnhart, The Second Barnhart DictlOnary of
New English, Bronxville, NY, Barnhart/Harper & Row, Publishers,
1980, p. 479).
UFO BEING, UFONAUT
The hypothesized extra terrestna I occupa nt
or pilot of a flying saucer or UFO (unidentified flylng obJect).
UFO PILOT
The hypothesized extraterrestrial
saucer or UFO (unidentified flying object).
UFO VISITOR
rived here 1n a

pilot

of

a

flying

An extraterrestrial visitmg the earth who has ar
£1ying saucer or UFO (umdentified flying object).

URAN IAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of the planet Ura
nus. Scientific inveStlgatLOn has established that physical condi
tions on Uranus are incompat1ble with the eX1stence of life as we
know it.
VEGAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of a planet revolv1ng
around Vega, the brightest star in the northern constellation Lyra
(the Lyre) and the fourth-brightest star in the heavens. The word
Vegan is a heteronym: pronounced "Vee-gan," 1t has the defimtion
just provided; pronounced "vedge-an," it becomes vega n, astrict
vegetarian who consumes no animal food or dairy products. We do
not know whether Vegans are vegans. Astronauts have recently
found evidence of something around Vega: if not planets or aster
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r.aises the
specter of particle people, a hitherto unknown life form. Siml1ar
evidence has, still more recently, appeared for Fomalhaut, which
is the brightest star in the southern constellation Piscis Australis
or Piscis Austrinus (the Southern F1Sh) and the eighteenth-bright
est star in the heavens. No name for residents of this star system
has yet become firmly established, but it would be logical to ca11
them Fomelhautians - another race of apparent particle people.
VENUSlAN
One of the hypothesized inhabitants of the planet Ve
nus. Ba sed on the information obtained by unmanned spaceships
which both the United States and the Soviet Union have sent to
that planet, scientists have concluded that Venus is incapable of
supporting 1ife as we know it. That conclusion is demonstrably
false, since it is based pnmarily on Venus's surface temperature
of 869 degrees Fahrenheit and on its unearthlike atmosphere. Scien
tiStS choose to ignore the fact tha t they ha ve di scovered orga nisms
on the floor of the Pacific Ocean, at hydrothermal vents in rift
zones, without sunlight, in waters with temperatures as high as
700 degrees Fahrenheit. These organisms - vent bacteria or archae
bacteria - convert an inorganic sulfur compound (hydrogen sulfide)
into usable organic compounds (Cheryl Simon, "Life under Pressu re:
0
Vent Microbes Grow at 250 C or More," Science News, 11 June 1983,
p. 372; Shannon Brownlee, "Bizarre Beasts of the Abyss," Discover,
July 1984, pp. 71-74). It follows that, with little or no adaptation,
such organisms can also thrive on Venus, opening the door to the
development of more complex life forms on that planet: the Venus
ians. Logological foresight in providing a name for them has thus
been vindicated.
There are, inevitably, a good many more names for extraterres
trials that 1 have overlooked. Readers are invited to submit my
omissions to the editor of Word Ways for future publication.

